SCI By the Numbers

2019 was a very successful year for SCI. Through our programs we educated 287 individuals directly. This is a 151% increase from 2018. Our programs and instructors averaged a 95% satisfaction rating. SCI also educated 500+ plumbing, pipefitting, HVACR, sheetmetal and electrical apprentices in safety.

Our goal in 2020 is to increase the diversity of contractor members attending our programs.

WHAT’S COMING?

2020 is shaping up to be a promising year for SCI and our educational programs. This year we are focusing on engaging students in programs that diversify their experience and allow them to grow. We will continue to engage students in our established field leader and project management classes. SCI will also be offering a brand new program titled ‘Take a Walk on the Install Side,’ which is designed specifically for office personnel to experience a day in the life of a plumber, pipefitter and sheetmetal worker. For additional information on classes visit www.campc.org/education

New Programing and Instructors

Interested in becoming an instructor?

Are you passionate about education and advancing the future of the mechanical industry? Are you a subject matter expert? We want you to become an SCI instructor!

SCI is committed to cultivating and training instructors from within our member firms. If you are interested in learning more, contact Jordyn at jordyn@campc.org